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Main topics
In the frame of the startup of the project, a regional event, with the aim to publicize GECO 2
contents and objectives, at local level, has been organised.
A press conference related to the creation of a new voluntary CO2 market based on agriculture
has been held in Ravenna the 28th of June 2019.
The main PAs references have been contacted and several radio and television interviews
realised.
These are the main contents of the themes discussed and diffused by media.
.
The GECO2, funded by Italy-Croatia European Interregg Programme, joins the fight against
climate change, to develop a new agricultural and industrial sustainable model. It will set up
regional centers for monitoring climate change and will introduce
Italian and Croatian companies to a new voluntary carbon market to monetize farming
practices. The total budget is almost 2.5 million euros
The hottest June ever recorded and the violent hailstorms of this early summer in EmiliaRomagna have sadly confirmed the warnings of science: the Adriatic regions are already facing
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the most dangerous consequences of global warming. What can we do to protect ourselves and
mitigate the effects of this momentous challenge? Agriculture plays a main role, so “let’s farm a
better climate”. It’s the battle cry under which a new European initiative to fight climate change
and global warming was born: the GECO2 project.
The kick-off meeting held in Ravenna on June 27 and 28 has been the first stage of a path
where farmers living in the Adriatic regions of Italy and Croatia will be among the main
protagonists. The project will end in June 2021. Its total budget is almost 2.5 million euros,
financed by the Interreg Italy-Croatia Cross Border Cooperation Programme.
The innovative idea behind GECO2 is to start a voluntary market of carbon dioxide equivalent
emissions (CO2e) based on the agricultural sector. Carbon dioxide, or CO2, is the most relevant
greenhouse gas. Stats say that every Italian citizen generates more than 7 tons of it every year.
The reckless use of fossil fuels is the main culprit, but new and more advanced farming
practices can counterbalance a fraction of greenhouse gas emissions by capturing and stocking
CO2 in soils.
What if a farmer could measure and monetize these activities? Who could be the potential
buyers? «Industrial or service companies concerned with sustainability, for example, who want
to label and market CO2 free products compensating their co2e emissions and adding a
significant value to their products», said the project manager, Antonio Cinti. «Furthermore,
local communities would enjoy better environmental conditions and eco-friendlier products
both from primary and secondary sectors. We expect a win-win situation».

«Populations living by the Adriatic Sea have been particularly exposed to strong heat waves,
long periods of drought, destructive rains and devastating winds», said Vittorio Marletto,
GECO2 project coordinator and ARPAE (Regional Agency for Prevention, Environment and
Energy of Emilia-Romagna) Climate Observatory Manager. «The 2015 Paris Agreement on
climate change has negotiated the elimination of climate change emissions by the half of the
century, but to hold the increase in global temperature we need immediate countermeasures
before it’s too late».
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The carbon emissions market is the focus of GECO2, but the project has two more important
goals. «The first is to create a network of local observatories aimed to monitor and understand
climate changes in the Adriatic region. The second is to help local communities to carry out
climate change adaptation and mitigation measures», explained Francesca Montalti, Vice
President of Innovacoop.
The partners of GECO2 are ARPAE (project leader), CIHEAM Bari, Molise Region, Marche
Region, Rera sd for coordination and development of Split Dalmatia County, Agrra – Zadar
(Zara) County rural development agency, Dubrovnik Neretva Region and Legacoop Romagna.
Diana Gracin Petrovic, Programme Manager of the EU Interreg Italy-Croatia cross-border
cooperation programme that funds the project, attended the kick-off meeting. «The GECO2
project will bring important benefits for the citizens of Italy and Croatia», she said.
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Photos and interviews
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Diana Gracin Petrovic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gapOJv2OJWY

Antonio Cinti
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llqqh6JKsBE&list=PLfoubMiX0UMlx2z9sxJqubpqgUMWHICL5&inde
x=4&t=14s

Francesca Montalti
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsIzkut-CUM
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Invitation

To: Media representatives

Invitation to press conference
We have the pleasure to invite you at the press conference on the launch of the european
project GECO2 (Green Economy and CO2), funded by the Italy-Croatia CBC Programme.
GECO2 project aims to start a voluntary market of carbon dioxide emissions dedicated to
farmers and involves eight Italian and Croatian organizations.

The press conference will be held in Ravenna,
at the Akâmi Terrace, Via Luciano Cavalcoli, 11
on 28 June 2019, 10:30 a.m.

Speakers:
•
•

Vittorio Marletto - Project leader - Arpae Emilia-Romagna
Representatives of GECO2 partners: IAMB Bari, Regione Molise, Regione Marche, Rera
sd, Aggra – Zadar County rural development agency, Dubrovnik Neretva Region,
Legacoop Romagna.
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